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Introduction
Scene of Woods adapted from https://toolshedmeditations.wordpress.com/2014/07/16/two-roads/
Max Weber https://www.thoughtco.com/max-weber-3026495
Crossword puzzle adapted from https://blog.path.org/path-crossword-puzzle-20120316/
Pigeons adapted from https://thesaurus.plus/synonyms/homing-pigeon/Seymour Lipset https://alumni-gsb.stanford.edu/get/page/magazine/article/?article_id=32777
Stein Rokkan https://www.eui.eu/DepartmentsAndCentres/PoliticalAndSocialSciences/People/Professors/SteinRokkanChair

Emiliano Zapata http://www.elreporte.com.uy/emiliano-zapata/
Stephen Krasner https://cddrl.fsi.stanford.edu/people/stephen_d_krasner
Douglass North http://www.mediatheque.lindau-nobel.org/laureates/north

Liberalism, Fascism, or Social Democracy https://www.amazon.com/Liberalism-Fascism-Social-Democracy-Political/dp/0195066111
Examples
Lauri Karvonen
https://svenska.yle.fi/artikel/2011/05/18/lauri-karvonen-far-hugo-bergroth-priset
Stein Kuhnle
Party Systems and Voter Alignments revisited
https://www.amazon.com/Alignments-Revisited-Routledge-International-Relations/dp/0415237203/ref=sr_1_2?keywords=party+systems+and+voter+alignments+revisited
Liesbet Hooghe
http://hooghe.web.unc.edu/
Gary Marks adapted from
Top Five adapted from
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2562534/UK-Europes-destination-immigrants-We-attract-twice-France.html
Integration
Transnationalism
http://www.austriancenter.com/transnationalism/
Timothy Scully
https://iei.nd.edu/people/iei-fellows/rev-timothy-scully-c-s-c/
Rethinking the Center
https://www.amazon.com/Rethinking-Center-Politics-Nineteenth-Twentieth-Century/dp/0804719136/ref=sr_1_4?keywords=politics+nineteenth+twentieth+century
James Mahoney
https://www.sociology.northwestern.edu/people/faculty/core/james-mahoney.html
The Legacies of Liberalism
https://www.amazon.com/Legacies-Liberalism-Dependence-Political-Regimes/dp/0801871050
Kenneth Roberts
Changing Course in Latin America
https://www.amazon.com/Changing-Course-Latin-America-Comparative/dp/0521673267/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=changing+course+in+latin+america
John Ikenberry
http://pari.u-tokyo.ac.jp/eng/unit/ssu/events/2015-01-31/index.html
Yalta Conference
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yalta_Conference
Daron Acemoglu
http://www.thelavinagency.com/speakers/daron-acemoglu
James Robinson
http://whynationsfail.com/bios/
Simon Johnson

*Why Nations Fail*

Joel Rast
http://uwm.edu/political-science/people/rast-joel/

Midwest map

Downtown Chicago

Milwaukee factory

Theda Skocpol
http://harvardpolitics.com/interviews/professor-theda-skocpol/

*States and Social Revolutions*
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/States_and_Social_Revolutions

Kenneth Jowitt adapted from
https://www.hoover.org/profiles/ken-jowitt

Jody LaPorte
https://www.bsg.ox.ac.uk/people/jody-laporte

Danielle Lussier adapted from
https://www.grinnell.edu/news/political-mobilization-houses-worship

Alberto Simpser
https://www.albertosimpser.com/


Jason Wittenberg https://igs.berkeley.edu/people/jason-wittenberg-0

*Causal Processes and Mechanisms*

Arthur Stinchcombe
http://munozgonzalezhugo.blogspot.com/2012/06/sociologia.html

*Constructing Social Theories*
https://www.abebooks.co.uk/book-search/title/constructing-social-theories/author/stinchcombe-arthur-

Paul David
https://www.edison.it/it/edison-open-4expo-leconomista-paul-allan-david

Track Gauge adapted from
https://marketbusinessnews.com/financial-glossary/path-dependence-definition-meaning

QWERTY Typewriter adapted from
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QJ23jmHz0IM
Kathleen Thelen
https://ces.fas.harvard.edu/people/000089-kathleen-thelen

How Institutions Evolve
https://www.amazon.com/How-Institutions-Evolve-Political-Comparative/dp/0521546745

Sherlock Holmes
http://www.peoplequiz.com/trivia-quizzes-103-The_Elementary_Sherlock_Holmes.html

Narrow Boardwalk adapted from
https://www.gettyimages.ca/detail/photo/narrow-boardwalk-sits-above-lush-marsh-grasses-on-a-royalty-free-image/564189703

Path Dependence adapted from
http://central.oak.go.kr/journallist/journaldetail.do?article_seq=11823&tabname=abst&resource_seq=-1&keywords=null

Augusto Pinochet
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Augusto-Pinochet

Guidelines for Careful Analysis
Taylor Boas
https://www.bu.edu/polisci/people/faculty/boas/

Kenneth Roberts

Sidney Tarrow
http://government.cornell.edu/sidney-Tarrow

Robert Kaufman
https://fas-polisci.rutgers.edu/kaufman/

Timothy Scully
https://iei.nd.edu/people/iei-fellows/rev-timothy-scully-c-s-c